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RIM Research Day Activity

Students touch upon various
aspects of research during
impressive presentations
Nikita Taneja
As part of the bi-annual Research Day activity, the research centre of DME Media SchoolResearch and Innovation in Media (RIM) organised a unique student presentation
session on September 23. The vision of RIM is to criticise the critical aspects of media and
bring out the important insights that can be used by the practitioners to bring quality to
the domain. The theme of the activity was Utility of Research in Various Domains of
Media.
The activity began with Mr Pramod Pandey, Assistant Professor, DME Media School
giving a brief introduction about what RIM and Research Day Activity is all about. Dr
Ambrish Saxena, Professor and Dean, DME Media School marked the beginning of the
event by his keynote address.Dr Saxena gave a brief insight into the important aspects of
research like surveys and reading contents of media.
The keynote address was followed by the presentation by Ansh Pandey, who talked about
the utility of research in film-making and the tools of research required while filming
documentaries.
Yashika Aggarwal made a presentation on the topic “Utility of Research in Radio”. She
talked about the survey, analysis and impact of strategies used by the competitors in
commercial and competitive Radio.
Strategies of research in PR were highlighted by Aditi Srivastava, who started her
presentation by giving a brief introduction of what the PR field is all about. She
emphasized upon the purpose and importance of research in PR.
Ayushi Verma, talked about the utility of research in Digital Media Marketing. She exerted
the importance of analysing the trending topics and enhancing one's reach on various
digital platforms.
Next presentation was by Pallavi Bhatia, who talked about the utility of research in
Advertising. Her presentation gave an insight into various research tools used for a
successful AD campaign.
The last presentation was by Himanshi Rawat who talked about her research approaches
used during the preparation of her magazine titled 'Healthcare'.
The activity was concluded by an appreciation note by Dr Susmita Bala, Professor and
Head, DME Media School, followed by a vote of thanks by Mr Pramod Pandey.
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Vibrant India Series Episode 8

You have to be an artist to become
an animator: Dr Ashish Kulkarni
Kirti Mathur
The illustrious personality featured in the eighth episode of
Vibrant India Series organized by DME Media School on
September 16 was Dr Ashish Kulkarni, founder of
Punnar yug Ar tvision. He was given an insightful
introduction by second-year student Khushi Chaudhary
followed by a warm welcome extended to him by Dr Susmita
Bala, Professor and Head, DME Media School.
Dr Kulkarni spoke about his early life and his passion in the
fields of Public Relations, Marketing Management and
Animation. He further emphasized on how he kept on
exploring and updating his technical and artistic self to
bring a revolution of animation and 3D cartoons in India. He
added, “You have to be an artist to become an animator”. He
also told his audience about his travel to small villages to
find creative people and to introduce them to animation. He

also mentioned about his initiative of setting up an Art
Village in Lonavla for talented and creative people.“If we
had not built this up, it wouldn't have worked for us”, he
added.
His address was followed by an intriguing questionanswer round moderated by Dr Ambrish Saxena,
Professor and Dean, DME Media School. On being asked
to give an advice to young students Dr Kulkarni said, “It's
your ability to adjust to the world is what you need to learn
and if your foundation is right nobody can move you at all.
Adding creativity to your work is the key!”
Vibrant India Series has been conceptualized and created
by Dr Ambrish Saxena to commemorate 75 years of India's
Independence.

Vibrant India Series Episode 9

Tripti Shinghal inspires students to focus on
practical training and skillset
Medha Singh
In the ninth episode of the Vibrant India Series organised by
DME Media School on September 17, entrepreneur and
success coach Ms Tripti S. Shinghal was featured as the
illustrious personality. Followed by a brief introduction by
second-year student Tina Solanki, a warm welcome to the
guest was extended by Dr Susmita Bala, Professor and Head,
DME Media School.
Ms Shinghal talked about her journey from childhood to
becoming a chartered accountant and the struggles
shefaced and challenges she had to overcome to be the best
of the company. She inspired the students with her various
experiences. She also interacted with students asking them
if they ever searched about her and what is the first thing
which comes in a google search result about her. She talked
about some of her tragic moments and said “Don't worry if
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you are not on the track, someday you will.”
Ms Shinghal said that it is necessary for all to be on social
media but also warned the students to not get diverted.
She said, “You are at the age when you need to work, you
need to get to the right training.” She emphasised on
practical training to get into the right company. She
further stressed on the skillset, analytical thinking skills,
patience, and vision one must-have.
Her address was followed by an interesting questionanswer round moderated by Dr Ambrish Saxena,
Professor and Dean, DME Media School. He greatly
appreciated the guest for motivating the students
towards a more responsible future and concluded the
session.
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Vibrant India Series- Episode 10

You have to create the 25th hour for things
you are passionate about: Capt. Dharamveer
Nikita Taneja
The tenth episode of the Vibrant India Series was honoured by
the presence of Captain Dharmveer Singh, ex-army officer and
TedX speaker. Capt. Dharmveer is an entrepreneur,
mountaineer, marathon runner and Founder-Director of
Apache Facilities Management Pvt. Ltd. “One must create a
25th hour for themselves to follow their passion” is his motto.
He was given a warm welcome and introduction by Dr Tinam
Borah, Assistant Professor, DME Media School, followed by an
insight about what VIS is all about by Head, DME Media School,
Dr Susmita Bala, Professor and Head, DME Media School.
Capt. Dharmveer Singh initiated his session by describing his
journey of becoming an army officer, despite being from a
medical background. He advised the students to discipline
themselves to follow their passion, for which he suggests
cutting down time from the little activities of the day.

He also says that one can never know what they're good at
until they've tried their hands at it. One should never fear the
unknown and never underestimate themselves. He believes
that a person gets what they deserve, not more, not less. He
suggested students to go out, explore, and try out new
things in life. He advised them to make small goals and create
an identity for oneself, because one will be known, not for
what one follows or seeks, but for who one is.
The event concluded with a brief Q/A session with Dean,
DME Media School, Dr Ambrish Saxena, Professor and Dean,
DME Media School and another interactive segment with the
students of DME Media School. The session was hosted by
second year student MS Divyasri.

Vibrant India Series Episode 11

Learning starts at the end of your comfort
zone: Jyotika Kalra
Vanshika Bali
Ms Jyotika Kalra, member of the National Human Rights
Commission was invited for the eleventh episode of the Vibrant
India Series organised by DME Media School on September 22.
Ms Kalra, who was a practising advocate on record with the
Supreme Court of India before joining the commission,
delivered an inspiring speech highlighting upon pertinent
gender-based issues of the society.
Dr Manasvi Maheshwari, Associate Professor, DME Media
School, gave an introduction about Ms Kalra. Dr Susmita Bala,
Professor and Head, DME Media School, welcomed the guest
and highlighted the journey of the Vibrant India Series so far.
Dr Ambrish Saxena, Professor and Dean, DME Media School
spoke about Ms Kalra's efforts and achievements throughout
her life.
Ms Kalra began the session by sharing her backstory and
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revealing how she came to be an advocate. As a youngster,
she was keen to learn and meet new people, and she feels
that new experiences can only be obtained if you've been in
an unpleasant situation. “Only when you are forced to leave
your comfort zone can you learn”, she said.
Dr Saxena then complimented on her fascinating life
experience and asked her how she would advise the students
in making future decisions for them.To this she responded by
saying that “One must accept their circumstances and not
blame others for their loss or failure, and rather think of
methods to attain the objective they set for themselves.”
The session concluded with a brief interaction with students,
where she answered several questions from curious
participants.
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Vibrant India Series- Episode 12

Sports Commentator Sanjay Banerjee inspires
students to follow their dreams
Drishya Madhur
In the twelfth episode of the Vibrant India Series held on
S e pte m be r 3 0 , f am o u s s po r t j o u rn al i s t, cri cke t
commentator, radio and television broadcaster, Mr Sanjay
Banerjee was featured as the illustrious personality. With
over three decades of experience, Mr Banerjee has travelled
almost the entire world for his sport assignments and has
recently acted in a movie ‘Toofan’ having preformed the role
of a commentator. He was introduced by Ms Mudita Raj,
Assistant Professor, DME Media School and the student host
Nandini Srivastava, followed by a recap of previous VIS
episodes by Dr Susmita Bala, Professor and Head, DME
Media School and the wise words of Dr Ambrish Saxena,
Professor and Dean, DME Media School.
Mr Banerjee gave a glimpse of his journey as a radio
broadcaster to a professional cricket commentator in
various Olympics and Commonwealth Games. He focused
on giving the insights of being a sport journalist and advised
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the students to gain a thorough knowledge about their
respective fields. He recollected several experiences of his
journey which along being very entertaining also
reflected of his hard work, quick-witted nature and deep
understanding about his career. He not only spoke about
the golden days of his journey but also elaborated on the
pressure this responsibility brings with itself. He focused
on finding one’s passion and learning and preparing
before holding the microphone.
During his interaction with Dr Ambrish Saxena, he
motivated the students to pursue their passion and
emphasized on the value of ‘Hindi’ language in India and
also appreciated the performance of India in the
Paralympics this year. The session was concluded
following his interaction with the students.
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Face2Face-Episode: 8

Students on how to make the most of
time at home during pandemic
Kirti Mathur
In the eighth episode of face2face, on September 19, Dr
Ambrish Saxena, Professor and Dean, DME Media School
welcomed students Aradhana Jayendran, Medha Singh and
Munna Saifi and offered them a platform to open up.
Face2facehas been innovated and designed by Dr Saxena who
is also the anchor of the show.
Aradhana, outgoing batch student, shared about the financial
sufferings faced by her familyand her mother's immense
strength and courage which helped her in getting back on
track after getting infected. Medha enjoyed the initial days of
the pandemic by attending classes online and exploring
mandala and doodle art at home. She added, “I got really
scared and had panic attacks after getting exposed to the

virus, but somehow with support from teachers and doctors,
I got the positivity.” Munna Saifi, first-year student shared
how new experiences like writing scripts and narrating
stories kept him engaged while learning new skills.
The three students look at the time during COVID-19
pandemic as a big investment in co-curricular activities.
Aradhana shares her experience of gaining positivity from
reading books like IKIGAI. Medha said that learning creative
things apart from learning facts and theory isof great
interest to her.
Dr Saxena concluded the session by expressing his
happiness and delight to host and have raw conversations
with the students through this innovative chat show.

Face2Face-Episode: 9

Student share their experience and
opportunities given by social media
Priya Mishra
On September 26, in another interesting episode of
Face2Face, the innovative chat show hosted by Dr Ambrish
Saxena, Professor and Dean, DME Media School, students
Chhavi Mathur, Lakshya Bisht and Rishabh Patel shared
enthusiastically about their college experiences as well as
those beyond the college.
Sharing about the experience of the pandemic Lakshay and
Rishabh talked about both good and bad effects of the
pandemic on their life while Chhavi shared that during the
pandemic, her mental stress had increased a lot and it was very
difficult to get out of it.
Discussing about carrier and hobbies, Chhavi Mathur who is a
YouTuber and social media influencer said that she is currently
focusing on content creation. She is a food vlogger, and she
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mentioned content creation as her hobby. Lakshya Bisht
shared his passion about creative writing and blogging. He
excitedly mentioned cooking and reading novels as his
hobbies. Rishab Patel talked about his upcoming projects on
YouTube. Later he told that he would like to go ahead in the
field of journalism, as he likes to talkabout different aspects
of society.
As a concluding remark, all the three students told how
important it is to be positive in today's time and always keep
doing something. Dr Saxena concluded the session by
encouraging the students to focus on their chosen path or
interest and by taking the words of student forward, he
advised students to stay positive and create a positive
environment.
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An initiative of Training and Placement Cell

Fandrum Team brings an opportunity
to DME students
Anjali Pathak
As a crucial part of the academic and training front for the students,
the Training and Placement Cell of DME in association with DME
Media School and DME Management School organised an interactive
session with the senior team of FandrumApp on September
24.Fandrum, poised to become the world's first fan-tech platform, is
meant to connect fans with stars and artists and vice-versa. It also
provides a platform where fans unite to make their fandom most
unique in the universe of fandoms.
Dr Ambrish Saxena, Professor and Dean, DME Media School
welcomed the team and appreciated their initiative. He also
mentioned that the Training and Placement Cell of DME is constantly
trying to make such opportunities available to the students. Dr Krishna
Pandey, Convenor, T&PC Media School, DME also gavea brief
introduction about the session.
Mr Gaurav Barjatya, Mentor- Fandrum & Marketing leader - WWE &
Star, gave some insights about the management domain and to the
management students in particular and encouraged the attendees to
“do what they feel like doing and be passionate about it”.

In addition, Ms Samridhi Katiyal, Co-founder and CEO, Fandrum,
shared a detailed presentation about Fandrum and various features
of the app. She also encouraged students to aim atthe digital
platform as the growth in OTT platforms predominantly in the
entertainment sector is increasing. “Digital Marketing is a very
crucial area that you need to be acquainted with.” she further added.
For attendees, it was indeed a learning experience as they got to
know how media is growing not just in TV and OTT platforms but in
apps as well. The session was followed by an extensive Q/A session
moderated by Mr Mohit Kishore Vatsa, Assistant Professor, DME
Media School.
Dr Susmita Bala, Professor and Head, DME Media School,
commented on the initiative taken by the founders and
congratulated the team. Concluding the session with a vote of
thanks, Dr Seema Mam, Assistant Professor, DME Management
School exemplified how fortunate the students for the millennials
and generation Z are to have such opportunities.

InterQuest Radio Quiz by Radio Intersect
intrigues radio enthusiasts
Kalidas J Sreenivas
A good quiz always is a fun way to unwind the mind. On
September 24, DME Radio Intersect hosted InterQuest, an intercollege radio quiz for radio enthusiasts.
The quiz, conducted by Yashika Aggarwal, student of third year
and President, Radio Intersect, comprised four rounds. A total of
eight teams participated in the quiz, only four of which qualified
for the final round.
The first and second rounds featured an intriguing series of rapidfire questions based on well-known radio personalities and
showsfollowed by a visual and riddle round. A distinctive segment
known as audience round, in which the audience was asked
questions, increased the audience's involvement and participation
in the program.
After two rounds of tie-breakers,the team of Mrinal Rawat and
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Khushi Chaudhary, second-year students of DME Media
School,won the third position whileAnjali Pathak and Disha Dixit,
second-year students of DME Media School came in second.
Akshit Kandpal and Kanika Tyagi, students of Delhi University
were declared the winners of the quiz.
Dr Ambrish Saxena, Professor and Dean, DME Media School, Dr
Susmita Bala, Professor and Head, DME Media School and other
faculty members including Dr Tinam Borah, Convener, Radio
Intersect who attended the quiz, gave some recommendations
and positive remarks to the organizing team at the end. Muskan
Baweja third-year student of DME media School and VicePresident, DME Radio Intersect thanked everyone for their
contribution and concluded the event.
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Murakami's version of a teenager's world
Khushi Nagpal
Tokyo talking to Naoko on Sundays who
is also going through the same pain.
Suddenly a girl named Midori enters
Toru's life who is also going through a lot
of issues in her personal life due to which
they both connect quickly and start
hanging out. On the other hand, Naoko
goes to Kyoto to get herself treated and
now the question that arises for him is to
choose between his future and past. The
story also raises issues about mental
health and conveys a message that it is
important to get help before it gets too
late.

Set in the beautiful cities of Japan,
Norwegian Wood by Haruki Murakami is
a stor y that revolves around the
protagonist Toru Watanabe, who is
transported 20 years back to his student
days in Tokyo when he heard his favorite
Beatless song, 'Norwegian wood' while
travelling in a flight. He remembers his
best friend Kizuki and his first love
Naoko.
The story narrates each and every thing
that is a part of the life of a normal
teenager like uneasy friendships, casual
relationships, desire, passion for dreams
and a lot of confusion. Toru is a normal
19-year-old boy who is trying to balance
between his university and part time job
and doesn't have many friends. He has
not yet overcome the pain of suicide that
his best friend committed two years
back. He walks throughout the city of

FILM
Series
&
WEB Review

The Book- Norwegian Wood
Language - Japanese (Original)/English
Author- Haruki Murakami
Price- Rs. 350/-

This book is written in classic Murakami
style full of weird twists and turns and
new characters added every few pages.
In my opinion this book is a must read for
all the teenagers and young adults out
there.
Good reads: 4/5
Flipkart: 4.3/5

Mumbai Diaries 26/11:
Etched in memories

Tanishka Tiwari

Director: Nikhil Advani and Nikhil Gonsalves
Cast: Mohit Raina, Konkona Sen Sharma,
Shreya Dhanwanthi, Tina Desai and
Prakash Belawadi

November 26, 2008- a date etched in
the minds of every Mumbai citizen, as
the day when the city came under a
ghastly attack from across the border.
Mumbai Dairies 26/11 recreates (or at
least attempts to recreate) a fictional
version of the same terror striking
incident.
To do justice to an event so actionpacked is not an easy task and the
director duo have been able to only
partially handle it. The series is busy
juggling too many subplots and back
stories; most of them never seem
healthy or convincing. Mumbai
Diaries is a busy, messy narrative with
an endless loop of multiple
characters, their relationships, and
issues that after a certain point are
difficult to follow or even maintain.
Adding more drama to real events like
the deaths of brave police officers
seems to be forced.
Despite a large number of actors in
this web series, most of them get

Kaushik is a good cast, but his back
story and his relationship problems
seem completely forced.
Konkona Sen Sharma is wasted in a
role that has no real purpose, as are
many other characters who simply
add the term and the cliches. Shreya
Dhanwantary's curious reporter act is
repetitive and insensitive. The same
goes for Vasundhara Kaul, who plays
her boss.

Ratings:
8.8/10 - IMBD
3/5 - ToI
enough screen space, but their total
screen time is not interesting. Mohit
Raina playing the headstrong Dr
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All in all, the show is hard hitting and
could have touched hearts if it weren't
for the unnecessary drama. Mumbai
Dairies is more likely to become an
infinite saga of insipid characters
rather than a rigid portrayal of a lifealtering event.
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Something Old, Something New
What do you like more- classics or brand-new? Let's check out some of both.
Here are a few recommendations from us for you to binge on.

Compiled by Shreya Jha
Classics

Books

New
When someone's whole life is
nothing but a boring trip until
they meet that one person
who changes everything.
Miles Halter, too, was one
of them until he met
A l a s k a Yo u n g . A
troubled and
g o rg e o u s y o u n g
girl. Read the book and
find out what happens
with these people, will
Alaska ever love him or will
she never be able to?

When all the Jews went into
hiding, there was one girl
among them who wrote every
detail of her life in a small
little diary. Anne Frank
was a 14 year old girl
who, amidst all the big
troubles found little
things to be happy about
and beautifully described the
details of what goes on in the
minds of a teenager.

Rose, a high class 18 year old girl
Movie/Series trapped
in a loveless engagement

Capt. Vikram Batra was
always ambitious about
anything he did in life.
Whether it was
protecting his mother
land, taking care of
his family or
committing to the love
of his life. Watch this
movie to know about the
bravery and martyrdom of
Capt. Vikram Batra.

with a rich, snooty young man,
travels to America in the biggest
ship of all time, The Titanic
where she meets the love of
her life, Jack, a freelance
artist. Set during the time
of 1912, look at the
beautiful and ill fated love
stor y of Jack Rose going
through the most unexpected
and tragic experience of their lives.

Song

A true story is told in this
song that two people who
love each other want to
grow old together
and there is nothing
more impor tant
than that. If you
believe in something like
that, listen you the
beautiful songs and enjoy
the meaning.

One of the most popular
songs of the 1960s, sung by
Ben e. King had stolen
the hearts of many
people and they
kept hearing this
song in a loop. Many
songs were remade
keeping Stand By Me's
music as a part of it.

Books

Movie/Series

Song

LENS APE

Androgyne

After-rain effects
Photo by Aaditya Sajan
th
5 Semester, Sec A

Someone who has a gender presentation
or identity that's gender neutral,
androgynous, or has both masculine and
feminine characteristics.
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5th K Asif Chambal International Film Festival
marks the centenary celebrations of
legendary director of Mughal-e-Azam
Murtaza Ali Khan
Recently the 5th edition of K Asif Chambal International Film Festival
was organized in Etawah, Uttar Pradesh—the hometown of the
legendary director of Mughal-e-Azam, K. Asif. The event marked the
birth centenary celebrations of K. Asif who was born in Etawah on 14
June 1922. Festival Founder Shah Alam, whose group Azam Ka Cinema
also organizes festivals in places like Ayodhya, Chauri Chaura, Kargil,
Auraiya, Wardha, etc, is a young activist and documentary filmmaker
hailing from Basti, Uttar Pradesh. He has been working tirelessly to
bring the youth closer to shared heritage of freedom fighters of 1857
as well as the revolutionaries of the 1920s. For the last many years,
Alam and his group have been closely working with the local
communities of Uttar Pradesh's Chambal region which till date
remains one of the most under-developed and administratively
ignored regions of the country.
During a panel discussion at Islamia Inter College, K. Asif's alma mater,
the world renowned Indian film critic Ajit Rai said, “Mughal-e-Azam is
a love poem on celluloid that spreads the message of love. The story of
Anarkali is not mentioned in history but K. Asif presented the fictional
story and characters in such a way that everyone believed it to be true.”
He also reminded that the film has a timeless quality and is revered the
world over. “Each incident in the film is brought to the screen in such a
way that the emotions and the feelings can be felt by the people
sitting in the cinema hall regardless of their cultural backgrounds or
the languages they speak,” added Rai.
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Noted film critic Murtaza Ali Khan said that K. Asif made the
impossible possible by realizing an epic like Mughal-e-Azam when
even some of the biggest filmmakers in the world like David Lean
had advised him against it. Khan also entreated the postal
department to release a stamp on Asif's Birth Centenary. Presiding
over the panel, senior journalist Dr. Rakesh Pathak said that K. Asif
has given the message of Hindu-Muslim unity and love to the world
through his film. He proposed that a complete book and
documentary film covering all aspects of his life should be made.
On the occasion, Fazal Yusuf Khan, one of K. Asif's living relatives,
proposed that a memorial should be built in Etawah in the late
filmmaker's honor, which was agreed by all the people present
there. Supporting this proposal, veteran journalist, filmmaker and
former executive director of Rajya Sabha TV, Rajesh Badal also
suggested setting up of a film institute in the name of K. Asif in
Etawah. “There a great need of a good film institute in Central India
and so why not raise voice for it so that the central and state
governments should work for it. Etawah should be developed into a
major film center from where many more filmmakers following the
great legacy of K. Asif will emerge in the coming years,” asserted
Badal.
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The life and work of K. Asif
About the Author

Murtaza Ali Khan has been
covering film and television
for the last 10 years. He has
made over 300 appearances
on television as a cinema
expert and done over 200
exclusive / tête-à-tête
Bollywood celebrity
interviews for leading Indian
publications.

Murtaza Ali Khan
Whenever we talk about Indian cinema it is impossible not to
think of “Mughal-e-Azam”. The legendary director K. Asif, who
gifted Hindi cinema with an iconic film like “Mughal-Azam,”
was born in Etawah, Uttar Pradesh on 14 June 1922. While the
epic masterpiece follows the love affair between Mughal Prince
Salim (who went on to become Emperor Jahangir) and Anarkali,
a dancer in the court of Salim's father, Emperor Akbar, it is
mostly in the realm of fiction. Anarkali was first mentioned in
the journal of an English tourist and trader, William Finch, after
he visited the Mughal Empire in the year 1608, but there is
disagreement among scholars concerning the authenticity of
Anarkali's accounts and legend. There are many supporting
and opposing views.
Now, “Mughal-e-Azam” finally got released in the year 1960
but development of Mughal-e-Azam began back in “1944,”
when writer-director K. Asif read a 1922 play titled “Anarkali”.
His 1945 directorial debut, “Phool,” did very well at the boxoffice which further encouraged him to undertake the
endeavor with Chandramohan in the male lead opposite
Nargis. However, before the production of the film could begin,
the male lead, Chandramohan, died and Asif was forced to
temporarily postpone the project. In between, Asif produced as
film called “Hulchul” which released it in 1951.
The film's production was plagued by endless delays even as
financial uncertainty continued to loom over the project. When
the principal photography began in the early 1950s, the project
had already lost a financier and undergone a complete change
of cast. It became evident that “Mughal-e-Azam” would cost

more to produce than any previous Indian film. But the ever
increasing uncertainty over the project made K. Asif more and
more determined. And after overcoming a series of obstacles
he finally succeeded in realizing “Mughal-e-Azam” in the year
1960, more than half a decade after he had first conceived the
idea, with Dilip Kumar and Madhubala as the leads.
What made “Mughal-e-Azam” such a challenging project was
its sheer scale. The budget for a single song sequence
exceeded that typical for an entire film of the period. The
soundtrack, inspired by Indian classical and folk music,
comprises 12 songs voiced by playback singer Lata
Mangeshkar along with Mohammed Rafi, Shamshad Begum
and classical singer Bade Ghulam Ali Khan. Mughal-e-Azam
became a huge hit at packed cinema houses all across India.
Following the release and success of Mughal-e-Azam, Asif
embarked on the journey to make yet another motion picture
called “Love and God,” his first directorial venture to be made
completely in color. The film was to star Guru Dutt in the male
lead and Nimmi in the female lead. However, in 1964, when
lead actor Guru Dutt died, shooting came to a sudden halt. Asif
subsequently recast Sanjeev Kumar in the male lead and
resumed production of the film but unfortunately he couldn't
complete the film. On 9 March 1971, during the production of
the film, K. Asif passed away at the age of 48, leaving behind an
everlasting legacy with “Mughal-e-Azam” as the crowning
jewel of his short but exemplary film career. In 1986, Asif's
widow, Akhtar Asif, released “Love and God” in an incomplete
form.

Faculty Achievements
Ms Sruthi VS presented a paper titled“Breaking the Art Ceiling: Instagram Cultural Curations in India as
Artistic Research” with co-author Ms Annie Johnny in X-disciplinary Congress on Artistic Research and
Related Matters at Vilnius Academy of Arts (Lithuania), held from October 14-17.
Ms Krishna Pandey successfully defended her doctoral thesis and was awarded PhD degree August 27.
The title of her thesis is “Crisis Communication Strategies by Cadbury's and Nestle in India: A Critical
Study”. She carried out her doctoral research from University School of Mass Communication, Guru
Gobind Singh Indraprastha University, Delhi under the guidance of Prof (Dr) CP Singh.
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